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QUESTION 1

Examine the following piece of code: 

On the built JSP, what happens when the user clicks the Remove action control? 

A. Nothing happens, as there are no SERVER_INTERFACEs of PHASE SUBMITA.Nothing happens, as there are no
SERVER_INTERFACEs of PHASE SUBMIT 

B. Only SERVER_INTERFACE RemoveServerInterface is invoked 

C. Only SERVER_INTERFACE ModifyServerInterface is invoked 

D. Both SERVER_INTERFACEs are invoked 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 2

Review the following diagram: 

After a build generated, which of the following assign methods is generated on StructA? 

A. public StructA assign(StructB structB){ structA.attribute1 = structB.attribute1; structA.attribute2 = structB.attribute2;
structA.attribute3 = structB.attribute3; structA.attribute4 = structB.attribute4; } 

B. public StructA assign(StructB structB){ structA.attribute4 = structB.attribute5; } 

C. public StructA assign(StructB structB){ structA.attribute1 = structB.attribute1; structA.attribute2 = structB.attribute2;
structA.attribute3 = structB.attribute3; } 

D. public StructA assign(StructB structB){ structA.attribute1 = structB.attribute1; structA.attribute2 = structB.attribute2;
structA.attribute3 = structB.attribute3; structA.attribute4 = structB.attribute5; } 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following are valid values for the MODE attribute of the MENU element? 

A. GLOBAL 

B. NAVIGATION 
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C. TRUE 

D. WIZARD_PROGRESS_BAR 

E. FALSE 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 4

Custom validations written in Java can be localized by using an external locale-specific properties file. Which of the
following are correct locale-specific properties files for such validations? 

A. CustomValidationMessages_fr.properties. 

B. Jp_CustomValidationMessages.properties. 

C. CustomValidationMessages.properties_fr. 

D. CustomValidationMessages_en_US.properties. 

E. Sp_CustomValidationMessages.properties. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 5

The default control for CODETABLE values in a C

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 6

Which of the following are valid ways to enforce that a value be mandatory for a given attribute? 

A. Write custom logic at method level in the Java class 

B. Configure the Require_Mandatory property of the entity\\'s attribute to be set to true 

C. Specify the name of the field in the Mandatory_Fields property of the modeled operation\\'s argument struct 

D. Write a custom Java function to check for a value being present and specify the function on the
Custom_Validation_Function_Name propertyof the relevant Domain Definition 

Correct Answer: AC 
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QUESTION 7

Which of the following statements about the extension class EntityExtension that extends the entity class Entity is true? 

A. The generator produces a new Java class curam.struct.EntityExtensionDtls containing any new or overridden
attributes, as well as the attributes remaining from curam.struct.EntityDtls. 

B. The generator produces a new Java class curam.struct.EntityExtensionDtls containing any new or overridden
attributes. 

C. The generator produces no new Java classes, but replaces curam.struct.EntityDtls with a new version containing the
new or overridden attributes, as well as any others remaining from the original Entity. 

D. The generator produces a new curam.intf.EntityExtension class containing the method signatures of curam.intf.Entity,
as well as any new or overridden methods. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Review the following model: 

Based on the model shown above, which table(s) will exist following a build generated database? 

A. EntityOne and EntityOneExtension 

B. EntityOne only 

C. EntityOneExtension only 

D. The build will fail because extending an entity is not allowed 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 9

A. insert 

B. read 

C. batch 

D. connector 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Which of the following statements are correct? 

A. After making modeling changes in RSA, build generated will be required, but build database may not be necessary. 

B. It is not necessary to stop the Server in Eclipse after making changes to the model in RSA, but it may be necessary
to refresh the Serverproject in Eclipse. 

C. The user should be able to view the application\\'s starting page, providing at least Tomcat is running. 

D. Irrespective of whether the Server is launched before Tomcat, or Tomcat before the Server, the application should
still behave correctly inthe browser. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 11

Which of the following are stored in the datamanager_config.xml file? 

A. Database table names used by the application 

B. Database type and port numbers 

C. References to DMX files containing data to be inserted on a build 

D. References to SQL scripts to be run on a build 

E. References to CTX files containing code tables to be inserted on a build 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 12

Consider the following hand-crafted SQL statement (written for an entity operation) and the relevant modeled
information presented: A. A build generated will fail with the error message \\'Error 20500 - incorrect SQL syntax defined
for non-standard operation on[Entity].[Operation]\\'. 
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B. It will only be possible to test whether the syntax is well-formed by running the SQL. 

C. A build generated will complete successfully, but the entity operation may throw an exception at runtime. 

D. The use of Host variables \\':attribute1\\' and \\':attribute2\\' as both argument and return variables will cause a
compilation error in the serverapplication. 

Correct Answer: BC 
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